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The Definitive Java Programming Guide In Java: The
Complete Reference, Eighth Edition, bestselling
programming author Herb Schildt shows you everything you
need to develop, compile, debug, and run Java programs.
Updated for Java Platform, Standard Edition 7 (Java SE 7),
this comprehensive volume covers the entire Java language,
including its syntax, keywords, and fundamental
programming principles. You'll also find information on key
elements of the Java API library. JavaBeans, servlets,
applets, and Swing are examined and real-world examples
demonstrate Java in action. In addition, new Java SE 7
features such as try-with-resources, strings in switch, type
inference with the diamond operator, NIO.2, and the
Fork/Join Framework are discussed in detail. Coverage
includes: Data types and operators Control statements
Classes and objects Constructors and methods Method
overloading and overriding Interfaces and packages
Inheritance Exception handling Generics Autoboxing
Enumerations Annotations The try-with-resources statement
Varargs Multithreading The I/O classes Networking The
Collections Framework Applets and servlets JavaBeans AWT
and Swing The Concurrent API Much, much more
Acclaimed C programming expert Herbert Schildt offers a
brand-new edition of his wildly successful bestseller. Here's
everything you need to know to program in C, and best of
all, you learn at your own pace, on your own time, without
setting foot in a classroom. Contains numerous exercises
and confidence-building skill checks.
The Definitive Guide to C# “From using LINQ to covariance
and from string formatting to optional arguments, Herb’s
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update covers all you need to know about using real-world
C# 4.0.” —Michael Howard, Microsoft Corporation
Bestselling author Herb Schildt has updated and expanded
his classic programming reference to cover C# 4.0--the
latest release of this powerful, feature-rich language. Using
carefully crafted explanations, insider tips, and hundreds of
examples, C# 4.0: The Complete Reference offers in-depth
details on all aspects of C#, including keywords, syntax,
and core libraries. New C# 4.0 features, such as named and
optional arguments, the dynamic type, expanded
covariance and contravariance capabilities, and support for
parallel programming with the Task Parallel Library (TPL)
and PLINQ are also discussed. Perfect for beginners and
professional C# programmers alike, this expert resource is
written in the clear, crisp, uncompromising style that has
made Herb the choice of millions worldwide. Begin
mastering C# 4.0 today with help from this authoritative
volume! Coverage includes: Data types and operators
Control statements Classes and objects Constructors,
destructors, and methods Interfaces, arrays, enumerations,
and structures Method and operator overloading Inheritance
and virtual methods Reflection and runtime type ID
Exception handling Delegates, properties, events, and
indexers Attributes Multithreading and the Task Parallel
Library Generics LINQ and PLINQ Lambda expressions
Anonymous types Extension methods Named and optional
arguments Implicitly typed variables I/O, networking, and
collections The preprocessor and much, much more
Learn C++ programming fundamentals from the world’s
leading programming author Herb Schildt. Filled with easyto-follow tutorials and hands-on examples, this book covers
all key topics and will help you write practical, real-world
programs.
C++: A Beginner's Guide, 3rd Edition
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A Beginner's Guide : Oracle Internet Academy, Special
Edition
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Ninth Edition
Java The Complete Reference, 8th Edition
Java: The Complete Reference, Ninth Edition (INKLING CH)
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully
updated for Java SE 11, Java: The Complete
Reference, Eleventh Edition explains how to develop,
compile, debug, and run Java programs. Best-selling
programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire
Java language, including its syntax, keywords, and
fundamental programming principles. You’ll also find
information on key portions of the Java API library,
such as I/O, the Collections Framework, the stream
library, and the concurrency utilities. Swing,
JavaBeans, and servlets are examined and numerous
examples demonstrate Java in action. Of course, the
very important module system is discussed in detail.
This Oracle Press resource also offers an
introduction to JShell, Java’s interactive
programming tool. Best of all, the book is written in
the clear, crisp, uncompromising style that has made
Schildt the choice of millions worldwide. Coverage
includes: •Data types, variables, arrays, and
operators•Control statements•Classes, objects, and
methods•Method overloading and
overriding•Inheritance•Local variable type
inference•Interfaces and packages•Exception
handling•Multithreaded
programming•Enumerations, autoboxing, and
annotations•The I/O classes•Generics•Lambda
expressions•Modules•String handling•The
Collections Framework•Networking•Event
handling•AWT•Swing •The Concurrent API•The
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Stream API•Regular
expressions•JavaBeans•Servlets•Much, much more
Code examples in the book are available for
download at www.OraclePressBooks.com.
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully
updated for Java SE 17, JavaTM: The Complete
Reference, Twelfth Edition explains how to develop,
compile, debug, and run Java programs. Best-selling
programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire
Java language, including its syntax, keywords, and
fundamental programming principles. You’ll also find
information on key portions of the Java API library,
such as I/O, the Collections Framework, the stream
library, and the concurrency utilities. Swing,
JavaBeans, and servlets are examined, and numerous
examples demonstrate Java in action. Of course,
recent additions to the Java language, such as
records, sealed classes, and switch expressions are
discussed in detail. Best of all, the book is written in
the clear, crisp, uncompromising style that has made
Schildt the choice of millions worldwide. Coverage
includes: Data types, variables, arrays, and operators
Control statements Classes, objects, and methods
Method overloading and overriding Inheritance
Interfaces and packages Exception handling
Multithreaded programming Enumerations,
autoboxing, and annotations The I/O classes Generics
Lambda expressions Modules Records Sealed classes
Text blocks switch expressions Pattern matching
with instanceof String handling The Collections
Framework Networking Event handling AWT Swing
The Concurrent API The Stream API Regular
expressions JavaBeans Servlets Much, much more
Learn everything you need to know about Microsoft’s
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new programming language for the .NET platform.
Programming guru and best-selling author Herb
Schildt presents not only code but valuable insight
into best programming practices, so you can
implement C# effectively.
Up-to-Date, Essential Java Programming
Skills—Made Easy! Fully updated for Java Platform,
Standard Edition 11 (Java SE 11), Java: A Beginner’s
Guide, Eighth Edition gets you started programming
in Java right away. Best-selling programming author
Herb Schildt begins with the basics, such as how to
create, compile, and run a Java program. He then
moves on to the keywords, syntax, and constructs
that form the core of the Java language. The book
also covers some of Java’s more advanced features,
including multithreaded programming, generics,
lambda expressions, modules, and Swing. As an
added bonus, an introduction to JShell, Java’s
interactive programming tool, is included. Best of all,
it’s written in the clear, crisp, uncompromising style
that has made Schildt the choice of millions
worldwide. Designed for Easy Learning: •Key Skills
and Concepts—Chapter-opening lists of specific skills
covered in the chapter•Ask the Expert—Q&A
sections filled with bonus information and helpful
tips•Try This—Hands-on exercises that show you how
to apply your skills•Self Tests—End-of-chapter
quizzes to reinforce your skills•Annotated
Syntax—Example code with commentary that
describes the programming techniques being
illustrated
Java(tm)2: A Beginner's Guide
A Beginner's Guide
Head First Java
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Introducing JavaFX 8 Programming
Java: The Complete Reference, Eleventh Edition

Essential Java Programming Skills--Made
Easy! Fully updated for Java Platform,
Standard Edition 8 (Java SE 8), Java: A
Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition gets you
started programming in Java right away.
Bestselling programming author Herb
Schildt begins with the basics, such as
how to create, compile, and run a Java
program. He then moves on to the
keywords, syntax, and constructs that
form the core of the Java language. This
Oracle Press resource also covers some
of Java's more advanced features,
including multithreaded programming,
generics, and Swing. Of course, new Java
SE 8 features such as lambda expressions
and default interface methods are
described. An introduction to JavaFX,
Java's newest GUI, concludes this step-bystep tutorial. Designed for Easy
Learning: Key Skills & Concepts -Chapter-opening lists of specific skills
covered in the chapter Ask the Expert -Q&A sections filled with bonus
information and helpful tips Try This -Hands-on exercises that show you how to
apply your skills Self Tests -- End-ofPage 6/30
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chapter quizzes to reinforce your skills
Annotated Syntax -- Example code with
commentary that describes the
programming techniques being
illustrated The book's code examples are
available FREE for download.
Beginning C# Object-Oriented
Programming brings you into the modern
world of development as you master the
fundamentals of programming with C#
and learn to develop efficient, reusable,
elegant code through the object-oriented
programming (OOP) methodology. Take
your skills out of the 20th century and
into this one with Dan Clark's accessible,
quick-paced guide to C# and objectoriented programming, completely
updated for .NET 4.0 and C# 4.0. As you
develop techniques and best practices for
coding in C#, one of the world's most
popular contemporary languages, you'll
experience modeling a “real world”
application through a case study,
allowing you to see how both C# and OOP
(a methodology you can use with any
number of languages) come together to
make your code reusable, modern, and
efficient. With more than 30 fully handson activities, you'll discover how to
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transform a simple model of an
application into a fully-functional C#
project, including designing the user
interface, implementing the business
logic, and integrating with a relational
database for data storage. Along the way,
you will explore the .NET Framework, the
creation of a Windows-based user
interface, a web-based user interface,
and service-oriented programming, all
using Microsoft's industry-leading Visual
Studio 2010, C#, Silverlight, the Entity
Framework, and more.
The definitive guide to Java
programming—thoroughly revised for
long-term support release Java SE 11
Fully updated for the current version of
Java, Java SE 11, this practical guide
from Oracle Press shows, step by step,
how to design, write, troubleshoot, run,
and maintain high-performance Java
programs. Inside, bestselling author
Herbert Schildt covers the entire Java
language, including its syntax, keywords,
and libraries. The book lays out cuttingedge programming techniques and best
practices. Java: The Complete Reference,
Eleventh Edition features clear
explanations, detailed code samples, and
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real-world examples that demonstrate
how Java can be put to work in the real
world. JavaBeans, servlets, applets,
Swing, lambda expressions,
multithreading, and the default interface
method are thoroughly discussed. You
will get full details on all of the new
features and functions available in Java
SE 11. •Designed for novice,
intermediate, and professional
programmers alike•Source code for all
examples and projects are available for
download•Written in the clear,
uncompromising style Herb Schildt is
famous for
A practical introduction to Java
programming—fully revised for the latest
version, Java SE 17 Thoroughly updated
for Java Platform Standard Edition 17,
this hands-on resource shows, step by
step, how to get started programming in
Java from the very first chapter. Written
by Java guru Herbert Schildt, the book
starts with the basics, such as how to
create, compile, and run a Java program.
From there, you will learn essential Java
keywords, syntax, and commands. Java: A
Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition covers
the basics and touches on advanced
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features, including multithreaded
programming, generics, Lambda
expressions, and Swing. Enumeration,
modules, and interface methods are also
clearly explained. This Oracle Press
guide delivers the appropriate mix of
theory and practical coding necessary to
get you up and running developing Java
applications in no time! Clearly explains
all of the new Java SE 17 features
Features self-tests, exercises, and
downloadable code samples Written by
bestselling author and leading Java
authority Herbert Schildt
Beginning C# Object-Oriented
Programming
Programmer's Reference
A step-by-step guide to learning essential
concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition
Java: A Beginner's Guide, 4th Ed.
From the world’s bestselling programming
author Using the practical pedagogy that has
made his other Beginner’s Guides so
successful, Herb Schildt provides new Swing
programmers with a completely integrated
learning package. Perfect for the classroom
or self-study, Swing: A Beginner’s Guide
delivers the appropriate mix of theory and
practical coding. You will be programming as
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early as Chapter 1.
A comprehensive guide to get started with
Java and gain insights into major concepts
such as object-oriented, functional, and
reactive programming Key Features Strengthen
your knowledge of important programming
concepts and the latest features in Java
Explore core programming topics including GUI
programming, concurrency, and error handling
Learn the idioms and best practices for
writing high-quality Java code Book
Description Java is one of the preferred
languages among developers, used in
everything right from smartphones, and game
consoles to even supercomputers, and its new
features simply add to the richness of the
language. This book on Java programming
begins by helping you learn how to install
the Java Development Kit. You will then focus
on understanding object-oriented programming
(OOP), with exclusive insights into concepts
like abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance,
and polymorphism, which will help you when
programming for real-world apps. Next, you’ll
cover fundamental programming structures of
Java such as data structures and algorithms
that will serve as the building blocks for
your apps. You will also delve into core
programming topics that will assist you with
error handling, debugging, and testing your
apps. As you progress, you’ll move on to
advanced topics such as Java libraries,
database management, and network programming,
which will hone your skills in building
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professional-grade apps. Further on, you’ll
understand how to create a graphic user
interface using JavaFX and learn to build
scalable apps by taking advantage of reactive
and functional programming. By the end of
this book, you’ll not only be well versed
with Java 10, 11, and 12, but also gain a
perspective into the future of this language
and software development in general. What you
will learn Learn and apply object-oriented
principles Gain insights into data structures
and understand how they are used in Java
Explore multithreaded, asynchronous,
functional, and reactive programming Add a
user-friendly graphic interface to your
application Find out what streams are and how
they can help in data processing Discover the
importance of microservices and use them to
make your apps robust and scalable Explore
Java design patterns and best practices to
solve everyday problems Learn techniques and
idioms for writing high-quality Java code Who
this book is for Students, software
developers, or anyone looking to learn new
skills or even a language will find this book
useful. Although this book is for beginners,
professional programmers can benefit from it
too. Previous knowledge of Java or any
programming language is not required.
In just 21 days, you can acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary to develop
applications on your computer, web servers,
and mobile devices. With this complete
tutorial you’ll quickly master the basics and
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then move on to more advanced features and
concepts. Completely updated for Java 11 and
12, this book teaches you about the Java
language and how to use it to create
applications for any computing environment.
By the time you have finished the book,
you’ll have well-rounded knowledge of Java
and the Java class libraries. No previous
programming experience required. By following
the 21 carefully organized lessons in this
book, anyone can learn the basics of Java
programming. Learn at your own pace. You can
work through each chapter sequentially to
make sure you thoroughly understand all the
concepts and methodologies, or you can focus
on specific lessons to learn the techniques
that interest you most. Test your knowledge.
Each chapter ends with a Workshop section
filled with questions, answers, and exercises
for further study. There are even
certification practice questions. Completely
revised, updated, and expanded to cover the
latest features of Java 11 and 12 Learn to
develop Java applications using NetBeans–an
excellent programming platform Easy-tounderstand, practical examples clearly
illustrate the fundamentals of Java
programming Discover how to quickly develop
programs with a graphical user interface Find
out about JDBC programming with the Derby
database Learn how to use Inner Classes and
Lambda Expressions Learn rapid application
development with Apache NetBeans Create a
game using Java
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Develop cross-platform, feature-rich JavaFX
GUI applications with expert instruction from
Java guru Herb Schildt Introducing JavaFX 8
Programming provides a fast-paced
introduction to JavaFX, Java’s nextgeneration GUI programming tool In this easyto-read guide from Oracle Press, Java guru
Herb Schildt presents the key topics and
concepts that all Java developers will need
to begin developing modern, dynamic JavaFX
GUI applications. Of course, it’s written in
the cohesive, yet concise format that has
made Schildt an international best-selling
programming author. Designed expressly for
Java programmers, the book’s focus is on the
new JavaFX API. As a result, all examples are
written entirely in Java. The book begins
with the fundamentals, including the general
form of a JavaFX program. Readers then
advance to event handling, controls, images,
fonts, layers, effects, transforms, animation
s (including 3D animations), menus, and more.
Numerous complete examples are included that
put key topics and techniques into action.
Presents a cohesive, fast-paced overview of
key facets of JavaFX 8 programming Sample
code used in the text is available for
download from the McGraw-Hill/Oracle Press
Web site Written in Herb Schildt’s clear,
crisp, uncompromising style that has made him
the choice of millions worldwide
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition
Java 2: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Seventh Edition
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A Beginner's Guide, Seventh Edition
The Complete Reference

The Definitive Java Programming Guide
Supplement for key JDK 10 new features available
from book's Downloads & Resources page at
OraclePressBooks.com. Fully updated for Java SE
9, Java: The Complete Reference, Tenth Edition
explains how to develop, compile, debug, and run
Java programs. Bestselling programming author
Herb Schildt covers the entire Java language,
including its syntax, keywords, and fundamental
programming principles. You'll also find
information on key portions of the Java API
library, such as I/O, the Collections Framework,
the stream library, and the concurrency utilities.
Swing, JavaFX, JavaBeans, and servlets are
examined and numerous examples demonstrate
Java in action. Of course, the new module system
added by Java SE 9 is discussed in detail. This
Oracle Press resource also offers an introduction
to JShell, Java’s new interactive programming
tool. Coverage includes: •Data types, variables,
arrays, and operators •Control statements
•Classes, objects, and methods •Method
overloading and overriding •Inheritance
•Interfaces and packages •Exception handling
•Multithreaded programming •Enumerations,
autoboxing, and annotations •The I/O classes
•Generics •Lambda expressions •Modules •String
handling •The Collections Framework
•Networking •Event handling •AWT •Swing and
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JavaFX •The Concurrent API •The Stream API
•Regular expressions •JavaBeans •Servlets
•Much, much more Code examples in the book
are available for download at
www.OraclePressBooks.com. TAG: For a complete
list of Oracle Press titles, visit
www.OraclePressBooks.com.
Learn the fundamentals of Java 2 programming
from renowned Java genius Herb Schildt. Discover
why Java is the preeminent language of the
Internet, how to use object-oriented
programming, and how to write programs with the
general form of Java. Coverage includes advanced
topics such as inheritance, exception handling,
the I/O system, applets, and much more.
Up-to-Date, Essential Java Programming
Skills—Made Easy! Supplement for key JDK 10
new features available from book's Downloads &
Resources page at OraclePressBooks.com. Fully
updated for Java Platform, Standard Edition 9
(Java SE 9), Java: A Beginner’s Guide, Seventh
Edition, gets you started programming in Java
right away. Bestselling programming author Herb
Schildt begins with the basics, such as how to
create, compile, and run a Java program. He then
moves on to the keywords, syntax, and constructs
that form the core of the Java language. The book
also covers some of Java’s more advanced
features, including multithreaded programming,
generics, lambda expressions, Swing, and JavaFX.
This practical Oracle Press guide features details
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on Java SE 9’s innovative new module system,
and, as an added bonus, it includes an
introduction to JShell, Java’s new interactive
programming tool. Designed for Easy Learning: •
Key Skills and Concepts—Chapter-opening lists of
specific skills covered in the chapter • Ask the
Expert—Q&A sections filled with bonus
information and helpful tips • Try This—Hands-on
exercises that show you how to apply your skills •
Self Tests—End-of-chapter quizzes to reinforce
your skills • Annotated Syntax—Example code
with commentary that describes the programming
techniques being illustrated
Essential skills made easy! Written by Herb
Schildt, the world’s leading programming author,
this step-by-step book is ideal for first-time
programmers or those new to C++. The modular
approach of this series, including sample projects
and progress checks, makes it easy to learn to
use C++ at your own pace.
Swing: A Beginner's Guide
Getting Inside Java - Beginners Guide
Learning Java
C# 4.0 The Complete Reference
Sams Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days (Covers Java
11/12)
A practical introduction to Java programming—fully
revised for the latest version, Java SE 17 Thoroughly
updated for Java Platform Standard Edition 17, this
hands-on resource shows, step by step, how to get
started programming in Java from the very first chapter.
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Written by Java guru Herbert Schildt, the book starts with
the basics, such as how to create, compile, and run a
Java program. From there, you will learn essential Java
keywords, syntax, and commands. Java: A Beginner's
Guide, Ninth Edition covers the basics and touches on
advanced features, including multithreaded
programming, generics, Lambda expressions, and
Swing. Enumeration, modules, and interface methods
are also clearly explained. This guide delivers the
appropriate mix of theory and practical coding necessary
to get you up and running developing Java applications
in no time! Clearly explains all of the new Java SE 17
features Features self-tests, exercises, and
downloadable code samples Written by bestselling
author and leading Java authority Herbert Schildt
Bestselling author and programming guru Herb Schildt
brings you Java 2 essentials in this newly updated
introductory guide. Covering the latest I/O classes and
features, this book teaches you Java 2 fundamentals
through hands-on projects, end-of-module reviews,
annotated code samples, and Q&A sections.
With Q&A sections; helpful tips; hands-on exercises; selftests; and example code; this practical book provides upto-date; essential Java programming skills; and gets you
started programming in Java right away. -If you’re new to Java—or new to programming—this bestselling book will guide you through the language features
and APIs of Java 11. With fun, compelling, and realistic
examples, authors Marc Loy, Patrick Niemeyer, and
Daniel Leuck introduce you to Java
fundamentals—including its class libraries, programming
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techniques, and idioms—with an eye toward building real
applications. You’ll learn powerful new ways to manage
resources and exceptions in your applications—along
with core language features included in recent Java
versions. Develop with Java, using the compiler,
interpreter, and other tools Explore Java’s built-in thread
facilities and concurrency package Learn text processing
and the powerful regular expressions API Write
advanced networked or web-based applications and
services
C++: A Beginner's Guide, Second Edition
An Introduction to Real-World Programming with Java
Java: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition
Java 2
C#

A practical introduction to Java programming-fully
revised for long-term support release Java SE 11
Thoroughly updated for Java Platform Standard
Edition 11, this hands-on resource shows, step by
step, how to get started programming in Java from
the very first chapter. Written by Java guru Herbert
Schildt, the book starts with the basics, such as how
to create, compile, and run a Java program. From
there, you will learn essential Java keywords, syntax,
and commands. Java: A Beginner's Guide, Eighth
Edition covers the basics and touches on advanced
features, including multithreaded programming,
generics, Lambda expressions, and Swing.
Enumeration, modules, and interface methods are
also clearly explained. This Oracle Press guide
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delivers the appropriate mix of theory and practical
coding necessary to get you up and running
developing Java applications in no time.-Clearly
explains all of the new Java SE 11 features -Features
self-tests, exercises, and downloadable code
samples -Written by bestselling author and leading
Java authority Herbert Schildt.
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Let master programmer
and bestselling author Herbert Schildt teach you the
fundamentals of Java programming. Updated for the
newest version of Java (Java SE 6), this step-by-step
guide will have you programming in Java right from
the start. Herb begins by explaining why Java is the
preeminent programming language of the Internet,
how it relates to object-oriented programming (OOP),
and the general form of a Java program. Then it's on
to data types, operators, control statements, classes,
objects, and methods. Next, you'll learn about
inheritance, exception handling, the I/O system, and
multithreading. More advanced topics such as
generics, interfaces, applets, and enumerations are
also covered. The book ends with an introduction to
Swing, Java's powerful GUI toolkit. Start
programming in Java today with help from this fastpaced, hands-on tutorial.
This book is the most complete and up-to-date
resource on Java from programming guru, Herb
Schildt -- a must-have desk reference for every Java
programmer.
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Learn algorithms for solving classic computer
science problems with this concise guide covering
everything from fundamental algorithms, such as
sorting and searching, to modern algorithms used in
machine learning and cryptography Key
FeaturesLearn the techniques you need to know to
design algorithms for solving complex
problemsBecome familiar with neural networks and
deep learning techniquesExplore different types of
algorithms and choose the right data structures for
their optimal implementationBook Description
Algorithms have always played an important role in
both the science and practice of computing. Beyond
traditional computing, the ability to use algorithms to
solve real-world problems is an important skill that
any developer or programmer must have. This book
will help you not only to develop the skills to select
and use an algorithm to solve real-world problems
but also to understand how it works. You’ll start with
an introduction to algorithms and discover various
algorithm design techniques, before exploring how to
implement different types of algorithms, such as
searching and sorting, with the help of practical
examples. As you advance to a more complex set of
algorithms, you'll learn about linear programming,
page ranking, and graphs, and even work with
machine learning algorithms, understanding the math
and logic behind them. Further on, case studies such
as weather prediction, tweet clustering, and movie
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recommendation engines will show you how to apply
these algorithms optimally. Finally, you’ll become well
versed in techniques that enable parallel processing,
giving you the ability to use these algorithms for
compute-intensive tasks. By the end of this book,
you'll have become adept at solving real-world
computational problems by using a wide range of
algorithms. What you will learnExplore existing data
structures and algorithms found in Python
librariesImplement graph algorithms for fraud
detection using network analysisWork with machine
learning algorithms to cluster similar tweets and
process Twitter data in real timePredict the weather
using supervised learning algorithmsUse neural
networks for object detectionCreate a
recommendation engine that suggests relevant
movies to subscribersImplement foolproof security
using symmetric and asymmetric encryption on
Google Cloud Platform (GCP)Who this book is for
This book is for programmers or developers who
want to understand the use of algorithms for problemsolving and writing efficient code. Whether you are a
beginner looking to learn the most commonly used
algorithms in a clear and concise way or an
experienced programmer looking to explore cuttingedge algorithms in data science, machine learning,
and cryptography, you'll find this book useful.
Although Python programming experience is a must,
knowledge of data science will be helpful but not
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necessary.
Java: The Complete Reference, Tenth Edition
Teach Yourself C
Herb Schildt's Java Programming Cookbook
40 Algorithms Every Programmer Should Know
A Beginner's Guide, Eighth Edition, 8th Edition
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully
updated for Java SE 8, Java: The Complete
Reference, Ninth Edition explains how to
develop, compile, debug, and run Java
programs. Bestselling programming author
Herb Schildt covers the entire Java language,
including its syntax, keywords, and
fundamental programming principles, as well
as significant portions of the Java API library.
JavaBeans, servlets, applets, and Swing are
examined and real-world examples
demonstrate Java in action. New Java SE 8
features such as lambda expressions, the
stream library, and the default interface
method are discussed in detail. This Oracle
Press resource also offers a solid introduction
to JavaFX. Coverage includes: Data types,
variables, arrays, and operators Control
statements Classes, objects, and methods
Method overloading and overriding
Inheritance Interfaces and packages
Exception handling Multithreaded
programming Enumerations, autoboxing, and
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annotations The I/O classes Generics Lambda
expressions String handling The Collections
Framework Networking Event handling AWT
and Swing The Concurrent API The Stream API
Regular expressions JavaFX JavaBeans Applets
and servlets Much, much more
Your Ultimate "How-To" Guide to Java
Programming! Legendary programming
author Herb Schildt shares some of his
favorite programming techniques in this highpowered Java "cookbook." Organized for quick
reference, each recipe shows how to
accomplish a practical programming task. A
recipe begins with a list of key ingredients
(the classes, methods, and interfaces)
followed by step-by-step instructions that
show how to assemble them into a complete
solution. Detailed discussions explain the how
and why behind each step, and a full code
example puts the recipe into action. Each
recipe ends with a list of options and
alternatives that suggest ways to adapt the
technique to fit a variety of situations.
Whether you're a beginner or an experienced
pro, you'll find recipes that are sure to satisfy
your Java programming appetite! Topics
include: String Handling Regular Expressions
File Handling Applets Servlets Swing The
Collections Framework Multithreading
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Formatting Data Learn how to: Find substrings
that match a regular expression Use regular
expressions to tokenize a string Compress and
decompress data files Create a ZIP file Format
time and date Use printf( ) to display
formatted data Reverse, rotate, and shuffle a
list Use a Comparator with a collection Create
a simple Swing application Create a Swingbased applet Create a simple servlet Use a
cookie with a servlet Synchronize threads
Monitor a thread's state Set and obtain a
thread's priority Use JScrollPane to automate
scrolling Access a resource using
HttpURLConnection Schedule a task for future
execution Use reflection to dynamically create
an object and call methods Much, much more
A quick-reference handbook for Java 2
programmers features detailed descriptions of
the most commonly used features of Java 2,
with an A-to-Z format that includes entries on
the classes and methods that programmers
will need on a day-to-day basis, along with
information on programming syntax,
keywords, functions, commands, and class
libraries. Original. (Intermediate)
Learning a complex new language is no easy
task especially when it s an object-oriented
computer programming language like Java.
You might think the problem is your brain. It
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seems to have a mind of its own, a mind that
doesn't always want to take in the dry,
technical stuff you're forced to study. The fact
is your brain craves novelty. It's constantly
searching, scanning, waiting for something
unusual to happen. After all, that's the way it
was built to help you stay alive. It takes all the
routine, ordinary, dull stuff and filters it to the
background so it won't interfere with your
brain's real work--recording things that
matter. How does your brain know what
matters? It's like the creators of the Head First
approach say, suppose you're out for a hike
and a tiger jumps in front of you, what
happens in your brain? Neurons fire. Emotions
crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your
brain knows. And that's how your brain will
learn Java. Head First Java combines puzzles,
strong visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching
interviews with famous Java objects to engage
you in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun,
and it's effective. And, despite its playful
appearance, Head First Java is serious stuff: a
complete introduction to object-oriented
programming and Java. You'll learn everything
from the fundamentals to advanced topics,
including threads, network sockets, and
distributed programming with RMI. And the
new. second edition focuses on Java 5.0, the
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latest version of the Java language and
development platform. Because Java 5.0 is a
major update to the platform, with deep, codelevel changes, even more careful study and
implementation is required. So learning the
Head First way is more important than ever. If
you've read a Head First book, you know what
to expect--a visually rich format designed for
the way your brain works. If you haven't,
you're in for a treat. You'll see why people say
it's unlike any other Java book you've ever
read. By exploiting how your brain works,
Head First Java compresses the time it takes
to learn and retain--complex information. Its
unique approach not only shows you what you
need to know about Java syntax, it teaches
you to think like a Java programmer. If you
want to be bored, buy some other book. But if
you want to understand Java, this book's for
you.
Hone your problem-solving skills by learning
different algorithms and their implementation
in Python
On Java 8
Programming with Java by Prem Kumar
A Brain-Friendly Guide
Java: The Complete Reference, Twelfth Edition
About the book: This textbook was written
with two primary objectives. The first is to
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introduce the Java programming language. Java
is a practical and still-current software
tool; it remains one of the most popular
programming languages in existence,
particularly in areas such as embedded
systems. Java facilitates writing code that
is very efficient and powerful and, given the
ubiquity of Java compilers, can be easily
ported to many different platforms. Also,
there is an enormous code-base of Java
programs developed, and many systems that
will need to be maintained and extended for
many years to come. The second key objective
is to introduce the basic concepts of OOPs.
Hope, It will be helpful. All the Best! -Prem
Kumar About the author: Destiny drew Prem
Kumar towards computers when the IT industry
was just making a big evolution in India.
Having completed his education from Silli
Polytechnic in Computer Science Engineering.
He moved on with his higher studies from
Gandhi Institute for Technology,
Bhubaneshwar. Prem has a passion for
exploring IT knowledge and is founder of wellgrowing, a startup company "F5 Developers".
He is a much sought after speaker on various
technology subjects and is a regular
columnist for Open Source and OSE Hub. His
current affiliations include being a Founder
of F5 Developers, a multi-service provider
company including the subsidiary companies of
F5, i.e, THOR, F5 Initiative and OSE Hub. In
recognition to his contribution Microsoft
awarded him the prestigious “Microsoft
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Technology Associate” award in 2019 for Java
Programming. He can be reached at
premkmr1611@gmail.com.
A practical introduction to Java
programming—fully revised for long-term
support release Java SE 11 Thoroughly updated
for Java Platform Standard Edition 11, this
hands-on resource shows, step by step, how to
get started programming in Java from the very
first chapter. Written by Java guru Herbert
Schildt, the book starts with the basics,
such as how to create, compile, and run a
Java program. From there, you will learn
essential Java keywords, syntax, and
commands. Java: A Beginner's Guide, Eighth
Edition covers the basics and touches on
advanced features, including multithreaded
programming, generics, Lambda expressions,
and Swing. Enumeration, modules, and
interface methods are also clearly explained.
This Oracle Press guide delivers the
appropriate mix of theory and practical
coding necessary to get you up and running
developing Java applications in no time.
•Clearly explains all of the new Java SE 11
features•Features self-tests, exercises, and
downloadable code samples•Written by
bestselling author and leading Java authority
Herbert Schildt
Essential C++ skills made easy! Written by
top-selling programming author Herb Schildt,
C++: A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition is
fully updated to cover the new features in
C++. The book includes two new chapters and
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integrates a significant portion of new
material into existing chapters. This handson, self-paced guide offers full coverage of
C++, the premier language of high-performance
systems software development. You’ll learn
about concepts, multithreading, regular
expressions, lambda expressions, new
keywords, upgrades to the for loop, and much
more. Get started programming with C++ right
away and get up to speed on all of the new
features. Ready-to-use code is available for
download. Designed for Easy Learning: Key
Skills & Concepts—Chapter-opening lists of
specific skills covered in the chapter Ask
the Expert—Q&A sections filled with bonus
information and helpful tips Try This—Handson exercises that show you how to apply your
skills Notes—Extra information related to the
topic being covered Tips—Helpful reminders or
alternate ways of doing things
Cautions—Errors and pitfalls to avoid
Annotated Syntax—Example code with commentary
that describes the programming techniques
being illustrated
Java
Learn Java 12 Programming
C++
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